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Greenland movie trailer gerard butler

STX just dropped a trailer, poster and a few pictures from Gerard Butler and Morena Baccarin's disaster film Greenland. The film is still scheduled for release in theaters April 14. The opening of Disney DIS Land was officially delayed until 17 May. If Mulan is delayed (or ends up at Disney+, which would mean Disney sacrifices hundreds of millions of dollars in potential global theater revenue) and Chris
Nolan's Tenet escapes in late 2020 or sometime in 2021, Greenland could be (if it opens as scheduled), by default the only major theatrical release of the summer. The image concerns a father (Butler), a mother (Baccarin) and a son (Roger Dale Floyd) as they try to reach a possible sanctuary in Greenland, when the fragments of camel that kill the planet destroy and destroy around them. I don't have a
budget for this, but STX acquired distribution rights in March 2019 for thunder road films production. Ric Roman Waugh's (surprisingly good) Angel Has Fallen looked much bigger in scale and scope than its $40 million budget (budgets of less than $60 million and $70 million London Has Fallen and Olympus Has Fallen) would suggest. So it's likely that this movie was significantly cheaper than Butler's $120
million Geostorm. Directed by Dean Devlin, the film earned only $33.7 million domestically in late 2017, but earned a globally nearly respectable $221.6 million. I imagine that anything close to that global character would be a big win for Chris Sparlin's Pen and Greenland directed by Ric Roman Waugh, although Butler is still a genuine movie star only in cases where the budget doesn't require blockbuster
business. Geostorm was a $221.6 million bombshell, but Den of Thieves received a development series in early 2018 for $80.5 million worldwide. When you're not dealing with Gods of Egypt-level budgets, Butler is a true B-movie movie star. But if it's the only big movie to open in theaters this summer, Greenland is by default closest to the city's A+ tent bar. Greenland poster STX Morena Baccarin, Roger
Dale Floyd and Gerard Butler star in Greenland STX Gerard Butler stars in Greenland's STX Greenland STX Read more Edit Family fights for survival as planet-killing comet competes for Earth. John Garrity (Gerard Butler), his estranged wife Allison (Morena Baccarin) and young son Nathan make the perilous journey to their only hope of asylum. Amid camedic news of cities around the world leveled by
Cameroons, the Garritys experience the best and worst experiences of humanity while fighting the increasing panic and lawlessness surrounding them. As the countdown to the global apocalypse approaches zero, their incredible trek culminates in a desperate and last-minute flight to a potential safe haven. By STX Entertainment Summary | Draw Synopsis | | | Thriller Motion Picture Rating (MPAA)
Classified PG-13 for intense disaster response, violence, bloody images and short strong language | See all certificates » Parents' guide: See content advice » Edit Dale's workshop wall has a style that indicates she was 173. See more » The plane that flies families from Canada to The Thule Base in Greenland (about 1,800 miles) is a DHC-6 Twin Otter with a maximum range of about 900 miles. See more
» Nathan Garrity: My friend Teddy says your life flashes before your eyes when you die. It would be better if it did that while you were alive. That way you can see all the good memories and be happy. See more » Amazing Grace by John Newton &amp; William Walker Adapted by Edwin O. Excell Performed by Frontline 3 By arrangement with CD Baby See more » User Reviews Edit release date:
18.12.2020 (USA) See more » Also known as: Grenlandija See more » Atlanta, Georgia USA See more » Edit cumulative global gross: $47,800,000 See more IMDbPro » STX Films, Anton, Thunder Road Pictures See more » Runtime : 119 min aspect ratio : 2.39:1 See full technical data » Saving presidents from terrorists was so last year! Gerard Butler is now focused on saving his family from comet. The
Angel Has Fallen star meets this world's enemy in the Greenland trailer, angel director Ric Roman Waugh in a new disaster thriller. The excitement of the impending fly-by of a comet named Clark turns into fear and pandemonium as the fragments begin to waste earth. Hoping to avoid total extinction, John Garrity (Butler), his estranged wife Allison (Morena Baccarin) and their young son (Roger Dale Floyd)
are desperately trying to seek refuge in the rumored safe haven. If we're talking about the basics of it, I just loved this idea of family, Butler says of the movie. It begins with a sense of almost simple family drama: the family struggles to get back together, the husband has just moved back into the house, the boy isn't sure what's going on, and you feel like it's going one way, but in the background something
darker is developing. And then through their drama you are thrown into this much bigger, epic, overwhelming scenario that they can't control, and it becomes this battle for survival, but with family you are already grounded and caring. It becomes this road trip to save themselves, and also what they experience along the way and how the rest of humanity deals with this. But ultimately it feels like this journey
to love and support and connectivity and understanding of what really matters in life. I thought it was a very powerful and inspiring message. Greenland opens in theaters August 14. Look at the trailer above. Read more Edit Family fights for survival as planet-killing comet races to Earth. John Garrity (Gerard Butler), his estranged wife (Morena (Morena And young boy Nathan makes the perilous journey to
his only hope of sanctuary. Amid camedic news of cities around the world leveled by Cameroons, the Garritys experience the best and worst experiences of humanity while fighting the increasing panic and lawlessness surrounding them. As the countdown to the global apocalypse approaches zero, their incredible trek culminates in a desperate and last-minute flight to a potential safe haven. By STX
Entertainment Plot Summary | Draw Synopsis | Drama | Thriller Motion Picture Rating (MPAA) Classified PG-13 for intense disaster response, violence, bloody images and short strong language | See all certificates » Parents' guide: See content advice » Edit Dale's workshop wall has a style that indicates she was 173. See more » The plane that flies families from Canada to The Thule Base in Greenland
(about 1,800 miles) is a DHC-6 Twin Otter with a maximum range of about 900 miles. See more » Nathan Garrity: My friend Teddy says your life flashes before your eyes when you die. It would be better if it did that while you were alive. That way you can see all the good memories and be happy. See more » Amazing Grace by John Newton &amp; William Walker Adapted by Edwin O. Excell Performed by
Frontline 3 By arrangement with CD Baby See more » User Reviews Edit release date: 18.12.2020 (USA) See more » Also known as: Grenlandija See more » Atlanta, Georgia USA See more » Edit cumulative global gross: $47,800,000 See more IMDbPro » STX Films, Anton, Thunder Road Pictures See more » Runtime : 119 min aspect ratio : 2.39:1 See full specifications » Gerard Butler thriller New
Greenland trailerSTX Films has released a new Greenland trailer for the thriller starring Gerard Butler (300, Law Abiding Citizen, Fallen series), which will be released in theaters July 14. August. Watch the trailer for the player below! RELATED: Gerard Butler Thriller Greenland Lands STX Films for Domestic DistributionA family fights for survival as a planet-killing comet race to Earth. John Garrity (Gerard
Butler), his estranged wife Allison (Morena Baccarin) and young son Nathan make the perilous journey to their only hope of asylum. Amid horrific news of cities around the world offset by cameroon fragments, Garrity's experience is the best and worst of humanity as they battle growing panic and lawlessness. As the countdown to the global apocalypse approaches zero, their incredible trek culminates in a
desperate and last-minute flight to a potential safe haven. Greenland also stars Morena Baccarin (Deadpool, V) and Scott Glenn (The Hunt for Red October, The Silence of the Lambs). The film was written by Chris Sparling (Buried, The Sea of Trees), whose versions were written by Mitchell Morena Baccarin Liittyy Gerard Butler Thriller GreenlandDirected by by Roman Waugh (Shot Caller, Snitch), the film
is produced by Basil Iwanyk of Thunder Road Films (Sicario, John Wick), who was also involved in the development alongside Butler and Alan Siegel through his G-BASE production company. Anton both generates and finances total funding, while CAA Media Finance arranged its funding and represented the domestic rights of the project alongside Anton. Anton.
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